and an insistent use of illustrations of women figures as well as an advertising section devoted to women readers as consumers. This essay thus will analyse how the male agenda is infiltrated by women as writers, images, and consumers resulting in 'gender conversations' that create a kind of interdisciplinarity in terms of gendered topics, voices, and issues. targeted audience for the magazine was the young male "suburban" world of upwardly mobile clerks and other wage-earners (like Jerome himself at the time he wrote Three Men in a Boat). What Barr and Jerome intended for this market was what one critic has called "an adult version of extremely successful English juvenile publications such as Boy's Own Paper." 3 The Idler was instantly successful: its "liberal, irreverent, and sentimental" tone and the quality, number, and nature of its illustrations were all praised. After seven volumes and three years, Barr sold the Idler to Jerome who became sole editor, marking the change with an expanded size and even more lavish use of illustrations.
. "The Idler's Club," Idler, Vol 1 (February 1892) Picture the scene -a group of men gathered around the fire with a good supply of punch and cigarettes. They have nothing in particular to do but talk and enjoy themselves. They put a high premium on witty remarks and in their desultory conversations there is a great deal of laughter over subjects that range from the theatre to fashion and food, from gentlemanly sports to the foibles of women [ Figure 1 ]. This was the gendered structure of a popular nineteenth-century monthly journal, The Idler, during the six years it was edited by Jerome K. Jerome, who is remembered today almost exclusively as the author of Three Men in a Boat -to Say Nothing of the Dog (1889) though he had a four decades-long career as journalist, playwright, and novelist, publishing some eight volumes of essays (almost all originally published in various periodicals), six novels, over sixteen plays, and an autobiography.
This masculinist approach continued in Jerome's weekly 'newspaper magazine' TO-DAY, founded in the wake of the financial success of the Idler. However, the insistent male club atmosphere of both journals was constructed in the midst of a raft of contributions by women 19: Interdisciplinary Studies in the Long Nineteenth Century, 1 (2005) www. 19.bbk.ac.uk finished engravings to small line drawings. There were also photographs.
The financial success Jerome achieved with the Idler encouraged him to fulfill a dream he had long had, according to his autobiography: 4 he started a weekly two-column tabloid with an average of 32 pages each issue in which he hoped to combine some of the successful magazine elements of the Idler with those of a newspaper. Jerome named this new two-penny weekly journal TO-DAY, calling attention to it as "an up-to-date, plain-speaking weekly newspaper" 5 as he said in his advertisements, de-emphasizing (not to say ignoring) the magazine qualities of the journal. The magazine part of TO-DAY consisted mainly of the introduction of fiction, frequently serialized, 6 and its use of illustrations, similar to those of the Idler though less frequent and lacking any "high art" reproductions.
TO-DAY is even more exemplary of the multidisciplinarity of nineteenth-century periodicals. 7 In some ways a fore-runner of the news magazine of the late twentieth century, Jerome's 'newspaper magazine' integrated news clips and analysis with the topics of a miscellany like the Idler. The most distinctive element that separates TO-DAY from a twentiethcentury news magazine was its most multidisciplinary feature -the inclusion of fiction along with the news, usually leading off each issue.
The first page marks it as a newspaper, however. Half of the front page is the masthead and half is advertising with no images [ Figure 2 ]. The "news" itself was in the form at the beginning of a "Topic of the Week" 8 which was soon dropped in favor of a series of oneparagraph "Topics of TO-Day." These short paragraph items took up, after early issues, two to three pages, and included a miscellany of subjects from the Employers Liability Law to fortunetelling to Italy and the triple alliance to mistreatment of cab horses (a favorite issue for Jerome).
These pieces are always written in the first person 9 and are usually mildly ironic. The opening page of this news department evolved toward the look of a newspaper leader page.
The "newspaper magazine" also included many of the standard newspaper departmentsbooks, theatre, men and women's columns, though with magazine titles, i.e. "Club Chatter" for the men's column. These departments were either unsigned or signed pseudonymously; Jerome said in the initial number of November 1893 that everything unsigned was written by him (which Anne is one of the reasons the journal did not survive his being forced to sell it). It also had, later in its life, a growing amount of material about sports, mainly cycling and football and eventually an extensive "Answers to Correspondents." 10 In the beginning each department had its own pictorial logo. After three years, the department logos disappear, and Jerome inserts display advertisements, appropriate to the department (boot blacking for men, cocoa for women) onto the same page.
Jerome was committed from the beginning to introducing as much high-quality
illustration into both his journals as he could. 11 He actually sued his printer after the first issue of TO-DAY for the poor quality of reproduction of the illustrated material, and in issue number 8 altered the form of the journal "to enable half the paper to be printed on what is technically called 'the flat.' By this means sketches can be produced more easily" (Dec. 30, 1893, p. 19). The Idler, however, was lavishly illustrated. When Jerome took over as sole owner and editor in 1895 he said that "much greater attention will be paid to the Art Department… The size of the magazine has been increased, we having found it impossible to give our artists fair representation within the former limited size of our pages… We are making arrangements with artists, both English and foreign, and with engraving firms, that will enable us eventually to render every illustration a work of art in itself" (VIII, August 1895:98-99). Today were clearly gendered male. Jerome did tell a correspondent "Don't run away with the idea that TO-DAY is intended to be a man's paper only" (1 February 1896, p. 403), but his view of women nonetheless excluded them from "the news": "I have, perhaps, an exaggerated respect for woman, in her proper place, which I take to be the home circle; but I have always felt that, as a class, she could never be broad-minded enough to look at questions of public policy from an impersonal standpoint, and that, therefore, her interference with them was necessarily harmful." 12 In the Idler, the very concept of the magazine was male. Jerome's notion of idling, which constructs the journal, is different from Walter Benjamin's flâneur, that iconic figure of modernist voyeurism. Jerome's Idler is implicitly positioned against a life of "working," that is, he is not so much a man who has the leisure to roam the modern city streets observing the flow of human lives and activities, but rather a figure momentarily freed from work for a day or weekend who chooses to sit in front of a fire with his male friends talking about a desultory range of general topics, eschewing seriousness and treating all subjects lightly and humorously.
TO-DAY
The logo (the Idler refers to these images as "headpieces") reproduced as Figure 1 represents this concept exactly.
The place in the Idler where the masculinist idling mentality is most clearly articulated was in its most popular department, usually the last feature -a collection of random short signed musings on a set topic, grouped together under the title "The Idler's Club." In the beginning The
Idler's Club has as its logo the five rather formally dressed but leisurely young men around a fireplace encased in cigarette smoke [ Figure 1 ]. Gradually other logos appear, charting a lessening gendered image, though the five-men logo never disappears and remains the defining image for The Idler's Club. 13 After six months and just before the entry of women into the male Jerome repeatedly called on his friends and their friends for contributions to both his journals, resulting in what one commentator has called "clique journalism." 14 The contributors were for the most part men, and, in fact, a reason for the initial success of the Idler was the group of well-known male writers Jerome and Barr managed to get as contributors (many of them also But women were, nonetheless, a significant presence in the Idler and to a lesser extent TO-DAY, though their influence was indirect. Though many of the illustrations were of women (more about that later), there were few illustrations by women. 15 More importantly as the months go on, women writers begin to appear (women never contributed much to TO-DAY). In the fifth The intrusion of the ladies [into The Idler's Club] has spoilt everything. Once we sat with our feet on the mantelpiece smoking… Now we never smoke -Angelina [the first woman contributor to the Idler's Club] won't permit it. Tea replaces the whiskey of yore, 18 and the horizon is bounded by thin bread and butter. We are expected to stick to one predetermined subject -doubtless for fear we might wander off into the improper -and we are almost encouraged to bring our sewing. No more we enjoy those delightful excursions to everywhere -interrupting one another…and capping an appreciation of Wagner with an anecdote about a mad turtle… I think someone ought to tell the editors that they are simply ruining the club. I shudder to think what will become of it in five years' time, when nobody will belong to it but ladies and parsons. ( On the one hand these names indicate that Jerome was as diligent in getting the best women writers for his enterprise as he was the men. 19 On the other hand, these women pull their potential feminist punches when they write for this journal. At best, when they don't support the overt agenda, they adopt an ironic stance towards it but do not directly challenge it.
There doesn't seem to have been any obvious pattern to the introduction of women when we see that this very same number contains a poem "To an 'Advanced Woman'" written and illustrated by F. Mabelle Pearse which seems to praise the subject but in fact says that woman's advancement is a "pastime" while Woman's great task is to "To proclaim to Man salvation,/ Through Woman's mediation" (pp. 140-141).
Furthermore the opening contribution to The Idler's Club discussion is a "history" of "The Development of the 'Emancipated'" by Angus Evan Abbott, which concludes that though "advanced women" are the inevitable product of history "they are women for whom Man will not risk his life, whom Man will not buy, whom Man will not take as a gift, nor Man be bribed to receive" (194) . And as if that were not enough, following The Idler's Club discussion of the Sarah Grand. But "Iota" looks forward to the new girl who will not need to be so strident and really 'Advanced Woman' is the one who says little, and is constantly, yet unobtrusively ameliorating the condition of her fellow mortals, be they men or women" (204).
There is, however, an indirect subversion of this seemingly universal denial of the Advanced Woman. This comment is emblematic of the subtle intervention of women's issues into the masculinist agenda. Ella Hepworth Dixon in her contribution ironically remarks that "As an average -a very average -woman, I am filled with amazement that the editors of The Idler should concern themselves with so fantastic, so remote, a possibility as that which is at the moment disturbing the masculine serenity of the Club" (207). And George Egerton says similarly, "Surely the fact of my having written a little book, for the love of writing it, not with a view to usher in a revolt, or preach a propaganda, merely to strike a few notes on phases of female character I know to exist, hardly qualifies me to have an opinion, or present it to the average young man" though she continues by asserting that "The divinest fibre of her nature is her maternal instinct" (194). Finally, Dr. Arabella Kenealy remarks that "it is time indeed that the Advanced Woman came." (205) 23 As the journal evolves, woman's voices become stronger though the masculinist agenda never disappears. Another all-woman Idler's Club three years after "How to Court the Advanced Woman" is on a much more significant topic: titled "Should Women Vote?" (March 1897). This
Idler's Club has a more affirmative feminist voice, though the main device is still irony as opposed to affirmative statement. Lynn Linton and Florence Hayward are virulently opposed to women voting, but the rest of the seven entries are variously supportive. Mrs. Robert Leighton argues for women's stake in the nation while Nora Vynne thinks women will vote on the same bases as men, for better or worse. Mrs. Oscar Beringer thinks women ought to represent women, and as usual Dr Arabella Kenealy takes pleasure in eviscerating all arguments against women's suffrage.
Thus, though the journal constructs its reader as male, and though the women writers do Similarly, at the start of the Idler, its bound volume title page contains no illustration. But after ten volumes, in 1897, a beautifully designed title page of a young woman in formal attire replaces the unillustrated original [ Figure 8 ]. This image is followed by another fine illustration for the opening page of the number. These title page illustrations had featured since July 1896
and are almost exclusively of women [ Figure 9 ] and are themselves faced by additional full-page illustrations of a text inside the number, usually also of a woman. Sometimes these larger illustrations are high art cheesecake images such as the bare-breasted Bathsheba who forms part of a series on "Women of the Bible" (May 1886). 25 What does this repeated introduction of idealized images of women do? They could be construed as the exploitative fulfillment of a male fantasy. But I would argue that the sheer number of these images in their impact if not their intent creates an alternate female space that both complements and reinforces the space carved out by women writers using irony in the letterpress. It is not a matter of the masculinist agenda being feminized. These journals are not an example of blurred gender. The spheres remain determinedly separate, as emblematized by the men's and women's departments of TO-DAY or the previously discussed facing pages of "Novel Notes." Male readers can stay on the male side, take in the illustrations as enticements to slightly eroticized daydreams and enjoy the exclusively masculine "idling" of the letterpress with its ironic condescension to women and class elevating gossip and information about culture.
Women can stay on the female side with the idealized images of female beauty and fashion the one insistently feminized space in the Idler, the shopping column by "Laura" which is embedded in the back of the number among the display ads. 26 Thus, the spheres meet and converse in the journal even as the women contributors to
The Idler's Club "converse" with the men about male-inflected topics. As a female correspondent quoted by Jerome in "Answers to Correspondents" said, TO-DAY is "a man's Anne Humpherys, "Putting Women in the Boat in The Idler (1892-1898) and TO-DAY (1893-1897)" 19: Interdisciplinary Studies in the Long Nineteenth Century, 1 (2005) www. 19 .bbk.ac.uk paper, and… therefore it is a paper for women, because it enables them better to understand man, and she thinks TO-DAY may widen their thinking" (21 Dec. 1895, p.211). The ambiguity of the referent to "their" in this sentence -widen men's thinking or women's? -expresses that tension exactly. With its representation of an eighteenth-century male pedant as a logo, it refers back to a mythical time empty of women. Is it too much to claim that this shift to an archaically male reference under the joint editorship of a hack writer Arthur Lawrence and a suddenly wealthy caricaturist Sidney Sime was part of the reason for the journal's decline? Jerome, for all his conservatism, had in spite of himself recognized the desirability of putting women in the boat, and as a result his journals can be seen as prescient as well as conservative.
